and that legacy in terms of the tools I'm
attempting to use.

jg But it does seem to me to be a qualita

tively different era now from the '60s, at

least in terms of an international set of eco

nomic relations that have to do with global

resources and global power structures that
have expanded the reach of capital and its

image culture.

pp Definitely. We're in a stage of capital that

is no longer sustainable, yet this only
increases people's urgency to maintain the

illusion that things are going on as they

always have.

jg And that they always will.
Paul rfeiffer, The Pure Products Go Crazy, 1998, miniature projector, armature, DVD player and digital video loop, 5 x 15 x 20".

It's like not being able to accept the fact that

impact on your conceptual process?

jg Can you describe how that affects your

effect. I'd like to think that artmaking has a

pp It becomes a bit like a geometric figure

looked. That's something I see when I look at

unified self and something that is actually not

aware of these things as representations of an

pp To begin with, there's an alienating
certain sensitivity to perception. Craft is not

just making a beautiful object; it's about a

deeper, more sophisticated relationship

with the material that you work with on a

very practical level. Functioning in the art

world becomes about rates of production.

It's hard to get critical attention unless you

are on the radar in a market-oriented situa
tion. You have to be willing to go through

this amplification process.

jg When

you're

working

critically

in

response to questions of spectacle or ques

y

pp Naturally, and obviously, it's a sad thing to

insist on repressing what's happening to you.

rions of the market and your work is taken

up within that system, it must become a dif
::·cult dance to figure out precisely how to
::>ractically and productively engage the very

system that you're interested in critiquing.

pp Right.

production?

that embodies a contradiction between a

so unified. Within that contra diction is an

you're dying. Embodied in that condition are

important possibilities that shouldn't be over

images on TV and in the movies. I feel very
urgency to feel like things are okay. But it's

opening. For me it's been a fruitful way to

clear that they're not.

ativity might lie in the very materials that you

jg I agree, there is a tragedy to it, to the

proceed, to look at how liberation or cre

have in front of you and recognize the con

compulsive repetition. Why do we have to

if those materials are connected to a larger

and again and again, for example? It seems

tradictions that exist within them. Especially

watch John Wayne killing the Indians again

world or a larger conversation that other

that this desire to make the past heroic is a

communication and a way to use language

The panic of a cultural paradigm that doesn't

by its prevailing, socially acceptable usage.

manence. There is a sort of sadness to the

jg Pop art used media spectacle as a means

in terms of ecological devastation, which is

tion. Do you see your work doing something

information. I think what we're seeing in the

people are having. So there's the potential for

transgressively that is not necessarily defined

of addressing the condition of art's produc

symptom of what you were talking about.

want to move, that insists on its own per

contemporary moment. I feel it profoundly

the great unspoken reservoir of repressed

similar to that project, but going in a differ

mass media are actually competing images

Jg The politics of opposition is often viewed

pp Warhol definitely informs my work. His

images of the past. Even your Morning After

::euires an opposition in order to define

the logic of the commodity to its extreme,

tions of starting over.

opposition. It speaks to a condition that

excess leads eventually to self-destruction.

interesting a contradiction as the Vitruvian

products go crazy. {laughter)

ent direction?

� naively corruptible by any system that

work embodies a contradiction by taking

�If. Nevertheless, it is certainly possible to

which is different from a kind of simple

�ing or escape route that is, at the same

doesn't stop with the '60s. Warhol is as

::-roduce critical artwork that offers an
--e. not simply oppositional. Do you see
a.:r work operating in that way?
- Absolutely.

Man. I'm interested in the endurance of

these contradictions in the visual tra dition,

in thinking through a very long time span

of the future in the form of competing

the Deluge has postapocalyptic connota

pp In the logic of capitalism, untransformed
It's either transform or self-destruct: the pure

jg I think you're right. It's either transform or
self-destruct. That's a good place to end.0
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